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Happy in My Bike Shop by Gavin Hanna 

Mike Sroka: not much to fault here, a very nice environmental portrait, technically well done, shows 

personality, just the right amount of softness in the background to emphasize detail in the subject.  

Score 20  

Rod Wheelans: The tools are important but the shot would have more depth if the contrast in the 

background was reduced a little.  

Score 18 

 

Autumn Wonderland by Manaj Mohan 

Mike Sroka: feels manipulated, it may be natural but the hot spot in the trees feels dodged and the 3 

leaves feel "added", eye bounces between these elements AND the white house, make it about 1 thing, 

so much here to work with in terms of subject, colour, reflection, etc. 

Score 15 

Rod Wheelans: I find it too bright at the top and the floating leaves are too small to balance the 

composition 

Score 16  



 

 

Blue Dasher by Mike Wooding (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: a very nice shot, elements all work together well, dragonfly stands out against bkg, good 

eye movement from dasher to plant element, with a bit of color, to dead one and back to dasher 

Score 18  

Rod Wheelans: Pretty sharp but the yellow bands in the background are distracting and could have been 

taken down a bit in colour and/or contrast 

Score 18 

 

A Frozen Loch Ba by Alister Cassidey 

Mike Sroka: hard to read, looks like infrared but may simply be snow cover, not sure what I am looking 

at, the granual effect is very distracting and overwhelms the photo, density issues, if the small ice patch 

were a bit larger it would have some "visual weight" 

Score 15 

Rod Wheelans: I needed the “hole” to be bigger The scene drifted away to white and the sky could be 

cropped more 

Score 17 

  



 

Female Rufus Flash by Rick Shapka FCAPA (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: excellent, love the wing position and tail feather spread, the subject has the look of 

concentration and invites the viewer in, consider just a bit off the left as there is so much energy in the 

colour that with it trimmed slightly even more energy goes to the bird 

Score 20 

Rod Wheelans: Well caught in flight 

Score 18 

 

Frozen Evening by Evan Guengerich (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: great time of day (light), good use of depth of field, another few seconds and the 

snout/face would clear dark bkg and separate better, the large rock on left closes the photo and visually 

impedes the bears movement, still… it's a strong photo 

Score 18 

 Rod Wheelans: Interesting scene but the bears are rendered rather dull 

Score 17



 

Late Dahlia by Lorna Zaback (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: visually interesting due to shape and colour, nice tonality, feels like it should be rotated 90 

degrees clockwise - not sure why, darker corner detracts from an otherwise high key feel, a few 

highlights are washed out 

Score 17 

 Rod Wheelans: The effect dominates the subject. 

Score 15 

 

Typical …… Rain Again! by James Finnigan 

Mike Sroka: nice mood, good use of the elements of composition, the dark area along the right edges 

closes the photo, overall slight green shift - when it's cleaned and pulled out of feathers definition is 

better 

Score 17 

Rod Wheelans: Beautiful composition, a tad burnt out in the whites? 

Score 20  



 

Asian Flower Mantis by Ian McKendrick 

Mike Sroka: monochromatic colour works well, crop makes for immediate engagement with subject, 

sheen on leaves is a nice touch, can't believe I am saying this but eye contact makes for immediate 

engagement with the subject 

Score 18  

 Rod Wheelans:  Well done! 

Score 20 

 

Maybe Tomorrow by Lois Burton (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: shows the strength of eye contact, nicely done, feels a bit flat in terms of tonality and yet 

the eyes seem almost too white - I've rarely seen eyes on people of colour that don't have some tone in 

them 

Score 18 

Rod Wheelans: Lovely expression but the eyes are too white and the skin tones a bit flat. 

Score 18  



 

Wave by Ken Lindsay 

Mike Sroka: I feel it's about the wave, but the lighter area to it's right and the land mass on the far right 

compete, consider tighter crop and emphasize that nicely done wave even more, shades of Monet 

Score 18 

Rod Wheelans: All the elements - foreground, wave, sky – are good but they fight with each other in the 

composition. 

Socre 17 

 

Nets at Sunset by Mark Sicherman 

Mike Sroka: square format works with subject, water seems manipulated possibly due to the "ghosting" 

that appears at the bottom of the pilings, to much dark mass on the right 

Score 17  

Rod Wheelans: Good shapes and colour but nothing to keep your attention. 

Score 16 



 

Petals and Tendril by Daniel Rondeau (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: I love the sunflowers in the drops of water, great colour, simple and effective, wish the 

background has less of a "dirty" appearance in the darker areas 

Score 19  

Rod Wheelans:  Wonderful.  Perhaps three of the corners are a little bright but that is minor 

Score 20 

 

Trout Tea by Alistair McFarlane 

Mike Sroka: excellent timing, crop is a bit "standard" and perhaps too safe, closer crop enhances the 

relationship between predator and prey. What elements are essential? and which can be eliminated 

without affecting the end result? 

Score 17  

Rod Wheelans: Tight in the frame and some burnt out highlight areas, but great action 

Score 17  



 

Siblings by Leah Gray (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: a nice photo of sibling bears in a playful moment, great interaction both in the faces/mouths 

as well as paws/claws 

Score 18  

Rod Wheelans:  I would have taken a little yellow out of the green background and darkened the base a 

little but a terrific moment to capture 

Score 20 

 

Fisticuffs by Colin McClatchie 

Mike Sroka: effective portrait but too much dark area in the background, tighter crop - less is more, 

watch highlight tones in facial area, something weird going on around his right elbow, left arm, and hat 

Score 15 

Rod Wheelans: No criticism from me 

Score 20  



 

So Close yet so Far by Normand Marcotte (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: the photo relies too much on the title, it has some nice graphic elements but would benefit 

from a tighter crop, larger shadows are distracting, something needs to tie them together visually 

(proximity, visual elements, etc.) 

Score 14  

Rod Wheelans: I liked the left hand figure and shaft of light, but the right hand confuses the 

composition 

Score 15 

 

London Geezer by Kenny Gordon 

Mike Sroka: what a great face and gaze into the camera, while I feel this is a successful street portrait it 

is overprocessed, I see HDR first when I should be seeing those eyes and wrinkles first, desaturating the 

colour a bit would help 

Score 17  

Rod Wheelans: Great face but overworked and over-sharpened 

Score 16  



 

Small white Butterfly by Chris Everett 

Mike Sroka: a nice photo but that small thing flying above the butterfly is driving me crazy, it's amazing 

how much visual energy can be in something so small, it's very distracting 

Score 16 

Rod Wheelans: Not sure if I liked the second insect or not.  😊 

Score: 19 

 

Studious by Peter Koelbleitner (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: I like the photo, two things… one the hot window and two the focal point, we have two - 

our eye goes to the boy on the window sill because of his eyes and the out of focus boy on the floor 

looking directly at us demands that attention, still… well done 

Score 18  

Rod Wheelans: Confusing arrangement 

Score 14  



 

Freezing by Neil Stout 

Mike Sroka: a "high key" photo that isn't really high key but simply gray, the problem is the dark clump 

of trees in the middle ground which are and will be an eyecatching element no matter what you do, the 

visual elements don't seem to be working together 

Score 15  

Rod Wheelans: Pleasant treatment of a well seen scene 

Score 16 

 

In Prime Position by Keith Beard 

Mike Sroka: love the location, lighting and subtle photographer, the wind turbines on the ridge while 

visually small make a big statement (was that your intention),  

Score 20  

Rod Wheelans: Nice view.  The figure gives scale but still annoys me. 

Score 16 



 

The Gift by Suzanne Huot (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: I realize it's about "the gift", but I feel the photo would be stronger without it, the lines and 

colouring of the birds creates a very strong graphic that's hard to overcome  

Score 17 

Rod Wheelans: Competent capture 

Score 16 

 

Cruising the Great Bear Rainforest Inlets by Christine Hutchins Gallagher (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: the crop is too comfortable/safe, it's kind of in-between, would like it either tighter to 

emphasize blow and water distortion or wider to give us a bit more environment and context, colouring 

is a bit bland (guessing green trees reflecting in the water) 

Score 16  

Rod Wheelans:  Great moment, well caught and nicely rendered 

Score 20 



 

Great Crested Grebe Intimacy by John Hannah 

Mike Sroka: composition, implied heart, colour, timing, exposure all work, a very minor observation is 

the chest on the forward bird is a bit hot (that highlight area overlap gives us nice separation from the 

background bird), what is with the dark spot (dust) on the right 

Score 19  

Rod Wheelans:  competent 

Score 17 

 

The Sharp Tail Grouse by James Kissinger (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: would benefit from a tighter crop and density adjustment, the taller dried grass on left is 

intrusive and the distance to the grouse is backed off enough to hinder immediate interaction with the 

viewer 

Score 16 

Rod Wheelans: I understand camouflage but I found the balance of colour confusing and the pose 

uninteresting 

Score 15  



  

Iona by Stuart McCann 

Mike Sroka: strong portrait, good eye contact, consider just a bit more saturation (+1 or 2) as it would 

put just a bit of warmth into face without changing colour palette or overall effect, that one floating 

strand of hair on the left takes energy from the face 

Score 17 

Rod Wheelans: Lovely girl, maybe a bit over-smoothed skin?  Maybe it’s the girl who won the points? 

Score 18 

 

The Wind Chasers by Dan Takahashi (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: a very nice shot, excellent viewpoint, I would consider a tighter crop as it's a vertical subject 

and this crop is kind of "in between", coming in emphasizes the crew the action and the water  

Score 17 

Rod Wheelans:  Well caught, clean, sharp, perfectly exposed.  I don’t object to the crop. 

Score 19 



 

The Wrestlers by Steve Smith (VCC) 

Mike Sroka: interesting interaction between the two bears, not a fierce situation, I like that we see the 

bears face on the right (it's where see the interaction is not a true fight), would be nice to have just a bit 

of separation between the two heads 

Score 17 

Rod Wheelans:  Again, the green is a bit to yellow for my taste 

Score 18 

 

Superbike by Ken Wilkie 

Mike Sroka: so many things working here (camera position, depth of field, timing, etc.) and those eyes! 

minor points, but should be mentioned, the small red piece of rumble strip on left distracts a bit as do 

the small white spots against dark pavement  

Score 20 

Rod Wheelans:  Well taken on the bend.  It’s a pity that the visor splits his face but nothing you could do 

about that. 

Score 19 



 

 

 


